Substances cons1 ere as scatterers inclu e lead, copper,, aluminum, and graphite, and the energy range 1000 to 10 MeV has been investigated.
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An angular divergence is predict.~d in the emergent beam which increases with target thickness and is greatest in the heaviest material for a given fraction of particle range, At the same time the intensity of the emergenf primary beam within a given small solid angle is reduced because of nuclear interactions that result in secondary particles, mostly protons but including neutrons and mesons, the majority of which are scattered through somewhat larger angles than are the bulk of the multiply scattered primary protons. The resulting reduction in intensity is found to be greatest for the lightest material.
A second effect of the scattering process that has been investigated is the reduction in energy of the emerging particles, The degree of energy degradation in any material is dependent on the fraction of the proton range traversed in the target; this requires a greater thickness of light than of heavy material. Since angular dispersion of the beam is also a function of target thickness, it is evident that neither can be produced without the other. Thus a beam of angular divergence sufficient to irradiate a whole large animal will necessaril~ consist of lower-energy protons than did the incident beam before striking the target; similarly, a lower-energy beam cannot be used without introducing angula spread and resultant lower intensity, In addition, an energy spread will be produced in the emergent primary beam which will increase with target thickness; this energy straggling, however, remains a small percent of the emergent energy until very low degraded energies are reached, of about 10 to 50 MeV, at which region it becomes comparable.
Calculation of Beam Intensity Profile
In order to determine the intensity profile of a proton beam degraded by scattering, calculations based on the analysis of a variable-energy beam for 1 the proposed NASA synchrocyclotron have been extended to the broad-beam case for biological use.
2 The degraded beam will be analyzed experimentally.
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The initial beam was assumed to be a thin pencil of monoenergetic 7 30-MeV protons. This initial beam was then assumed to be degraded in a carbon or copper scatterer to some final energy. The beam profile at some given distance from the scatterer was calculated by usin,g circul~r Gaussian error probabilities, 3 and the remanent intensity was then determined.
According to circular error probability, if a set of points is distributed normally in two dimensions with equal standard deviations, the probabilitythat a point will fall within a· distan<;:e 'r. Qf the mean (()r a distance r from the center of the circle in this case) is 1-exp(.:;.K 2 /2), where K = r/ a and a is ·one standard deviation . . In ~he case under dis"ci1ssion. the. sc~ttering was in .
. ' .
terms of a root-mean-square scatter~rig a!l..gle:cpa; ~rid so K was expressed as ~I cpa. where d is the distQ.nce from the sc'atterei:-to the tar geL
The beam pro~ile. is thus depen:dent uponboth the rms scattering From the values of K. the probability that a proton will strike within a circle of radius Kcp d about the center of the beam is next calculated. The a .
beam cross section is then divided into. circular rings 1 em thick, and the probability that a proton will strike within each ring is calculated by
where K 1 and K 2 correspond to two successive radii.
The remanent int'ensity is found by applying a remanent intensity factor f based on the degree of energy degradation and the scattering material. 2 This factor describes the primary beam attenuation in the scatterer. The flux profile of the degraded beam is then found in terms of protons/ em 2 -sec by multiplying the initial intensity I by the probability ~p that a proton will strike in a given ring and dividing by the area of the ring, A:
It should be noted that these calculations do not take into consideration the fact that the beam is spread somewhat in the scatterer a.nd is thus subject to a radial as well ;:;ts angular divergence. However, the correction required by the radial spreading within the scatterer is small; moreover, it serves to flatten the profile and hence improve the picture,
Expected Intensities after Degradation in Graphite and Copper
These calculations allow predictions of the energy and intensity profile of the primary beam emerging from a target of each of the above materials. It appears that intensity can be made sensibly uniform over a. circular area of more than 30 em diameter at a sufficient distance from the scatteringtarget exit port. Some representative results are seen in Fig. 1 , which shows profiles produced by degradation in graphite to energies of 400, 200, and 100 Me
It is seen that distribution is uniform over this diameter at a distance of 3 to at the same degraded beam energy. In general the more the energy is degraded, the more the beam is spread, so that a uniform field over a large area can be found at shorter scatterer-to-target distances for larger energy degradations in thicker targets. A copper scatterer spreads the beam more than does a carbon scatterer and so produces a more uniform intensity over a given area at a given sca.tterer-to-target distance. However, a copper scatterer also results in a much smaller remanent flux intensity than does carbon for a given energy degradation, Figure 2 shows profiles produced by degradation in copper to 400, 200, and 100 MeV, It is seen that if a 1.00-MeV beam is desired, the same area of roughly uniform intensity can be found at a distance of 1 meter from a copper target, and dose rate due to the primary beam may be kept to about the same value as abdve.
Since secondary-particle production also occurs in the scattering target and some fraction of the secondary-particle flux also reaches the animal, calculations are under way to estimate the increase in dose due to this component; the total flux will be determined experimentally, The theory predicts that the secondary-particle flux will be smallest in graphite, For this reason as well as the higher remanent intensity predicted for graphite, this material has been chosen for the primary beam-scattering target for whole-body irradiation of large animals at high energy with the 184-inch cyclotron, It appears that a second target of copper following the graphite target will be optimal in producing a lower-energy broad beam while conserving the most intensity. Thus, a 400- For the production of a uniform total-body proton dose in a large animal, however, the scattering technique appears to lead to reasonable exposure times at fairly high energies.
DEPTH DOSE IN LARGE PHANTOMS IRRADIATED OMNIDIRECTIONALLY WITH HIGH-ENERGY PROTONS Factors Influencing Dose Distribution
. In evaluating the effect of a total-body exposure of a large animal to a radiation flux, it is of considerable importance to know the distribution of tissue dose and of LET at various depths in the animal. in£orma:tion on nuclear interactions and secondary particle production is scarce.
Further~ore' the energy spectrum of the solar-flare proton flux appears to vary greatly among different events and at different times during a given event, 9
making the predicted values somew:hat arbitrary.
In an experimental approar.h to th:i.s problem, lu.cite phantoms will be exposed to the protons frorn the 184-inch cyclotron after the beam has passed through a scatt~ring target which produces energy degradation and angular divergence in the emergent broad beam. Dose will be measured at a series of radial depths inward fron1 the surface of a test sphere, and in tissue-equivalent animal phantoms, by means of fluorescence readings in silver-activated phosphate glass dosimeters as well as with lithiurn fluoride thermolu:minescent dosimeters.
.,
; ,,
As a preliminary phase of these experiments, a series of calculations L have been programmed for the 7090 comp11ter at Lawrence Radiation Laboratory to predict approximately the dose, particle energy. and LET distribution in an omnidirectionally irradiated spherical phantom as a function of incident ., ,., -8-UCRL-11015 primary particle energy and of sphere diameter. The program was designed to allow the imput of.any chosen value for each of the parametel"s involved, so that improvement resulting from further experimental determinations may easily be incorporated into the computations.
Calculation of Proton Dose
The program of computation was divided into two parts. The first was the calculation of dose at given depth due to the primary proton flux alone.
Geometric differences in path length with angle of entry through a sphere lead to a distribution of energy in the primary proton flux arriving at each dose point
The percent of total dose contributed by protons in each of several energy interva.ls has therefore been tabulated, and the sum of the partial doses then forms the total dose due to the primaries. A value of dE/dx and thus of average LET can be ,assigned to each energy, resulting in an estimate of average LET distribution at each point.
The second part of the computation is a recalculation of dose at each point to include the contribution o£ three classes of interactions producing secondary particles; the nuclear cascades, the evaporation events, and the elastic interactions with hydrogen. By assuming rough energy distributions for each and by carrying the cascade and elastically scattered proton secondarie through successive depths, a total additional dose due to each type of interaction at each depth point chosen can also be roughly broken down into energy intervals and added to the primary dose distribution. These calculations are in progress.
Meson and neutron doses are not considered in the present program.
The first part of the calculation (the contribution from only the primary proton flux) has been developed into an operating computer code, ~hich may be described briefly as follows.
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The number of protons per sec, dn, reaching a test mass of volume d.Ao:dr:.: (see Fig. 3 ) from an incremental area da on the surface of a sphere is given by 
-1 Q., UCRL-11015 dE To obtain an analytical expression for --, we break the rangedr.
energy curve for protons in tissue into five straight-line segments on log-log graph paper, for each of which R = p Eq, where R = residual range of the proton iri tissue, E = proton en~ rgy,-and p and q represent the intercept and slope respectively on log-log graph paper.
Note that if we let the variable E equal the proton energy at the dose point, and the constant E 0 equal the incident proton energy,. then
Choosing the variable E in preference to f.L~ so that
Here, q;
where E . = minimum energy of protons reaching test mass, m1n
Emax = maximum energy of protons reaching test mass$ r o· = radius of the sphere, d = depth in the sphere at which data are desired. Only first--generation secondaries are being considered.
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The energy spectrum of the cascade proton secondaries is represented by a power function, andit is assumed that they are all emitted in the forward direction (i.e .
• the secondary continues ori. in the direction of the incident primary).
The evaporation protons· are assumed to have a Maxwellian energy distribution. Owing to their low energy, it is assumed that all their energy is deposited at the point of formation.
The energy spectrum of recoiling hydrogen nuclei and scattered higher. Below this energy region the ratio of surface to midline dose increases rapidly with decreasing energy and increasing sphere diameter, the midline dose from primaries alone becoming zero at the lowest energies considered.
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Some results available from the first code (primary proton flux only} are presented in Figs. 4 through 1 and in Table I •. In Fig. 4 , depth-. with average LET about 20 keV/fJ., Table II gives an idealized solar flare energy spectrum 6 which was used together with Fig. 6 to calculate a depth-dose curve for a 30-cm-diameter sphere of tissue, The result is shown in Fig, 7 , which is in general agreement with this particular case as treated elsewhere. The dose distribution in a sphere exposed to any arbitrary solar proton spectrum may be similarly obtained from this computer code by summing the contributions from each energy interval in an assumed spectral distribution.
If the dose distribution predicted for a test. sphere is reproduced experimentally, F'ig. 8.
